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Product description:  

TECNOGEN AUTOMATIC SWITCHBOARD ACP7320AMF - 400V 275KVA 400A 

TECNOGEN automatic switchboard ACP7320AMF is an electronic device that enables automatic
management of a genset. The switchboard is equipped with a 7320 electronic control unit that
detects the failure and automatically starts, then supplies power to the system until the grid is
restored.

The ACP7320AMF switchboard is available in different versions, depending on the rating and
supply voltage. The 400V 275KVA 400A version, for example, is designed for a 275 kVA
generator set operating at a voltage of 400 V.

The TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF switchboard is an electronic device that enables automatic
management of a genset. The switchboard is equipped with a 7320 electronic control unit that
detects a failure and automatically starts then provides to the system until the grid is restored.

TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF switchboard is available in different versions, depending on the
genset power and supply voltage. The 400V 275KVA 400A version, for example, is designed for
a 275 kVA genset operating at a voltage of 400 V.

TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF Automatic Switchboard

The TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF switchboard has an LCD display that shows information about
the operation of the genset, such as voltage, frequency, and time of operation. The display is also
used to configure the panel settings.

TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF is an essential device for ensuring power continuity in the event of a
power failure. It is particularly suitable for critical applications, such as hospitals, industries and
shopping centers.
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TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF Main Features.

Automatic genset management

7320 electronic control unit

LCD display for monitoring operation

Availability in different versions

TECNOGEN Applications 

Continuity of power supply in case of failure

Critical applications, such as hospitals, industries and shopping malls

Benefits TECNOGEN automatic ACP7320AMF

Ensures continuity of  supply

Easy to use

Robust and reliable

The TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF switchboard is an investment that will let you sleep soundly,
knowing that your facility is protected in the event of a power failure."

The TECNOGEN ACP7320AMF switchboard is the ideal solution to ensure the continuity of your
critical operations.

If you are looking for a product like TECNOGEN similar or with similar features click HERE.

The picture is for illustration only.
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